Community Alert

Seeking to Identify Vehicle used in Homicide
8th District (Chicago Lawn)

Area Central Detectives are seeking the public's assistance locating the vehicle depicted above and identifying the owner of the vehicle [see attached video]. The vehicle appears to resemble a newer model, black Ford F250 or F350 pickup truck with black wheels (possibly a diesel engine). Wanted vehicle also has a large black tool box with a silver handle inside the bed of truck.

Offender's vehicle purposely ran into the rear of the victim's vehicle at 5500 S. Kedzie forcing the victim Southbound on Kedzie. The victim lost control of his vehicle at 57th Street, crashing into a tree. The victim was killed in the crash and the offender was last seen Southbound on Kedzie at 63rd Street.

If you, or anyone you know, have any information regarding this wanted vehicle and the identity of the driver and / or owner of the vehicle, please contact the Bureau of Detectives – Area Central at (312) 747-8380.

Reference: RD# JA-480894